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7.1 Introduction

The architecture of the Internet is being fundamentally restructured by cloud computing and 
software defined networking (SDN) [1–3]. Cloud computing and SDN conceptually insert 
computation into the center of the network and separate control and execution in a way that 
decentralizes execution.1 Control can then be flexibly exercised, often from a central entity 
running in a cloud data center. SDN and cloud find applicability in next‐generation operator 
networks through network function virtualization (NFV) [4–6]. SDN for operator networks 
and NFV are currently under much discussion in the literature and in fora specifically d edicated 
to standardizing their interfaces [7, 8].

SDN and NFV have relevance for the mobile network operator too, specifically with 
respect to the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [9]. Additionally, SDN and NFV can realize 
true convergence of various different kinds of core networks, transport backbones, and 
services; businesses can now flexibly deploy common services across different operator 
domains such as broadband Ethernet, mobile networks, and broadcast media networks. 
Such convergence will ideally enable services to transcend the complications of working 
across different security, identity, and mobility mechanisms, while the lower‐level imple
mentations of such functionality are themselves altered over time to a common frame
work. SDN and NFV have the potential to substantially change how operators deploy and 
manage mobile and fixed networks and, in addition, how operators develop and offer 
services to their users.
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1 This is meant to be normative rather than stricture.
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7.1.1 Origins and Evolution of SDN

SDN started with the introduction of OpenFlow 1.0 in 2009 [10]. OpenFlow initially featured 
a simple flow switch model where flows are a time sequence of packets identified by having 
a packet header that matches a pattern. Only unicast packets having Ethernet headers tagged 
with simple 802.1Q VLAN [11], IPv4, and TCP/UDP were supported. The latest version of 
OpenFlow 1.4, published in 2013, supports broadcast/multicast packets with headers having 
carrier Ethernet, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), IPv6, and a variety of transport 
p rotocols [12]. An extension mechanism supports experimental or vendor‐specific extensions.

The OpenFlow architecture has not changed much over the course of its development. The 
control plane is centralized in a controller where flow forwarding on the user plane is 
programmed, unlike a standard IP‐routed network. The controller sets next‐hop forwarding on 
the switches using the OpenFlow protocol over a secure channel. The user plane could be 
implemented as a softswitch rather than in hardware. In data center applications, softswitches 
are the predominant way in which OpenFlow is deployed, as in, for example, the open virtual 
switch (OVS) softswitch [13]. Softswitches are not as common in networking applications 
outside the data center.

In an OpenFlow switch, packets enter through hardware switch ports into a pipeline 
c onsisting of a series of forwarding tables. Each table has conceptually six columns:

 • A rules column, containing a pattern that matches fields in the packet header, the input port, 
and the metadata from previous tables. The header field patterns support exactly matching the 
pattern or a matching to a wildcard expression for which a part of the field can be anything.

 • A priority column, which specifies the priority order of this pattern with respect to other 
patterns that match a header.

 • A counters column, which indicates the OpenFlow counters that should be updated if the 
packet matches the pattern. The OpenFlow protocol supports messages for querying these 
counters to obtain statistics on flows running through the switch.

 • An action column, which specifies the actions that must be executed should the packet 
header match the pattern. Examples of actions include rewriting the packet header in some 
fashion, forwarding the packet to an output port, or sending the packet to the next table in 
the pipeline for further processing. The packet can also be dropped, which is the default 
action if no pattern matches, or forwarded to the controller.2

The headers of incoming packets are matched against the match column, and if any patterns 
match, the actions associated with the top priority rule are collected. If the actions include sending 
the packet to an output port, then the actions are executed; otherwise, the packet is sent to the next 
table and the actions are executed when the packet exits the packet processing pipeline. An action 
can collect part of the header for metadata and pass that along through the pipeline to use in match
ing during the next phase. The switch design also includes group tables to support p rogramming 
multicast and broadcast flows and meter tables to support quality of service (QoS) on flows.

2 OpenFlow 1.0 by default sent the packet to the controller if no pattern matched. This led to some confusion initially 
about whether OpenFlow could handle large volume traffic flows, but the “first packet to the controller” meme was 
never really a fundamental part of the design and has since been deprecated. The ability to forward packets to 
the controller has been kept as an option however since it is extremely useful for routing control plane packets to the 
controller that are incoming from networks outside the OpenFlow domain.
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While SDN started with OpenFlow, the concept has since broadened beyond a single 
p rotocol and switch design to include a variety of different systems and protocols. For example, 
the Contrail data center network virtualization system [14] uses XMPP3 [15], a protocol 
d eveloped for instant messaging, to program the user plane elements. In addition, c entralization 
of the control plane has led to a merging of the control and management planes into a single 
controller at the architectural level [16], with control plane decisions having a characteristic 
time constant for decision making that is shorter than the management plane.

All SDN systems have the following two key principles in common:

 • Separation of Control Plane from User Plane: The control plane is handled by a centralized 
controller, which then programs routes into the user plane with a protocol connecting the 
controller to the packet switching and routing elements. The controller performs forwarding 
and routing calculations for the network. The interface between the controller and the user 
plane elements is arbitrarily called the southbound interface, merely because it usually 
appears on the bottom of diagrams showing an SDN controller. Newer controllers, such as 
OpenDaylight [16], feature support for installing and deploying multiple control and 
management protocols on the southbound side.

 • Abstraction of the User Plane Control into a Collection of Application Programming Interfaces 
(APIs) and Objects Exposed to Programmers Constructing Applications that Control 
Forwarding and Routing: An API can be in Java, Python, or a Representational State Transfer 
(REST) format [17] for remote procedure calls (RPCs). These APIs allow a p rogrammer to 
control and manage the user plane while limiting the possibility of m isconfigurations and 
errors by encapsulating correct behavior in abstractions. Some SDN protocols, for example, 
OpenFlow, also feature extensive support via an API for fine‐grained measurement beyond that 
available in legacy network management protocols such as SNMP. The interface between the 
programmer and the SDN controller is called the northbound interface for obvious reasons.

These principles distinguish an SDN network from a traditional distributed IP routing 
c ontrol plane. In a traditional IP routing network, forwarding and routing calculations are 
done by the individual forwarding elements, and network management is controlled by 
vendor‐specific command line interface scripts that don’t hide the network complexity. In 
contrast, the abstractions presented by the SDN controller to the programmer are typically less 
complex and more consistent. This simplifies the job of constructing correct and understand
able network management and control programs. Network management thus becomes a 
matter of program development against a standardized API.

The application to OpenFlow/SDN to mobile networks, and, in particular the EPC, is the 
subject of Section 7.3.

7.1.2 NFV and Its Application

NFV emerged out of a rethinking of how to deploy communication system applications 
involved in running an operator network, specifically on how to apply the advances in 
enterprise and Web services deployment technology over the past ten years to communication 

3 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol.
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system applications. Many core network subsystems, for example, the Internet Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS) [18] and the EPC, are implemented in software. The applications in these 
subsystems are deployed directly on servers, with only the operating system between the 
c ommunication system application and the server (see the left‐hand side of Figure 7.1). Server 
pools dedicated to particular functions can be configured to handle extra load, but this kind of 
overprovisioning has been found to be costly and wasteful of power in enterprise and Web 
applications. Server pools also scale poorly in enterprises, requiring an additional piece of 
hardware to be installed if more application capacity is necessary.4 In addition, since the clock 
rate of processors reached an upper limit of around 3 GHz in the early 2000s, chip m anufacturers 
have been increasing the number of processor cores available on a chip as a way to continue 
densifying the amount of processing power. Most operating systems are written to manage 
hardware threads, but they typically don’t handle separate processing cores efficiently.

Enterprise and Web applications have begun to deploy on top of a virtualized platform in 
large data centers. The operating system and application are packaged as a software image 
called a virtual machine (VM).5 The VM is elevated from being deployed directly on d edicated 
hardware to being deployed on a hypervisor, a software virtualization layer that manages the 
interaction with the hardware. The hypervisor has been written to efficiently handle p rocessors 
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Figure 7.1 Comparison of the server pool versus cloud deployment patterns.

4 In telecommunication networks, it is difficult to say that this difference is very big, but a network operator can create 
services that naturally balance the load over time.
5 They may also be deployed in special operating system processes in VMs called containers that have extra protection 
to ensure isolation between applications.
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with multiple hardware cores. The result is a clean separation of concerns between the physical 
hardware and the VM. This kind of deployment paradigm is generically called cloud c omputing 
and is outlined on the right side of Figure 7.1. Virtualization has been applied to networking 
and storage resources in addition to computation. Here as well, a software virtualization layer 
is interposed between applications and the actual physical resources, allowing sharing of the 
physical resources between multiple users.

In enterprise cloud deployments, increased hardware utilization efficiency is achieved by 
oversubscription, scheduling more VMs to a server than cores available to execute them. This 
ensures that the server is kept busy more than 80–90% of the time, rather than less than 30% as 
is typical of nonvirtualized server deployments. In public cloud (utility computing) deployments, 
such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) [19], oversubscription is less common because it would 
put the public cloud operator at risk of violating the service‐level agreement toward customers. 
Public data centers also support multitenancy, where multiple individuals and organizations 
share computational resources with isolation enforced between the different tenants. Isolation 
ensures that each tenant sees a slice of the compute, storage, and networking resource that they 
have contracted for and that their slice incurs no interference from other tenants. Cloud operating 
systems such as OpenStack [20] manage the deployment of multi tenant virtualized compute/
storage/network infrastructure at a high level, enforcing isolation between the tenants.

Deployment of the application is managed by an orchestration system that monitors the load on 
the running application VMs. If the orchestration system detects excessive loading by an applica
tion, it can scale out the application by starting up new application VMs to handle the additional 
load.6 Idle VMs can similarly be deactivated. A server that is not running any VMs can operate in 
low power mode or even be powered down, saving operating cost and reducing carbon footprint.

Additionally, the orchestration system can arrange for a pool of application VMs to handle 
traffic forwarded through a front‐end load balancer. The load balancer sprays user traffic 
packets to all the active VMs, reducing the load on any one. Load balancing is facilitated by 
constructing applications so that they are stateless, with all the user state held in a back‐end 
database whose data consistency is protected by transactions. The only state held in the appli
cation is state that can easily be reconstructed by a short user interaction, such as shopping cart 
contents. These kinds of applications are often called three‐tier applications. The client inter
action software, typically in a browser, is the first tier, the stateless application containing the 
business logic is the second tier, and the database forms the third tier. The load balancer is seen 
as part of the routing infrastructure.

The NFV manifesto [4, 5] advocates the cloud computing paradigm for communication 
system applications. The following technical and business benefits were identified:

 • A reduction in capital expenditure for specialized hardware. Subsequent study showed the 
benefits to be minimal since many communication system applications were already running 
on standardized IT components.

6 In contrast, traditional server‐based scale‐up applications require the enterprise or Web operator to purchase and 
install a larger server when more capacity is required, a costly and time consuming proposition. Telecommunications 
applications deployed using the traditional server pool architecture use a scale‐up paradigm to handle load and for 
redundancy.
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 • A reduction in operating expenditure and carbon footprint by more efficiently utilizing 
hardware to reduce power consumption and by enabling use of the underlying hardware and 
software platform for multiple applications.

 • Faster innovation in service development and deployment and the ability to target services 
more narrowly at particular geographic areas and customer demographics without incurring 
multi‐year‐long development cycles.

 • Ability for multiple tenants to utilize the software and hardware platform, so a variety of 
applications could be deployed on the same infrastructure.

 • Opening up the infrastructure procurement process in operators to new entrants, both 
commercial and nonprofit (such as academics), since the barrier of entry becomes lower due 
to the use of software rather than hardware.

In Sections 7.2 and 7.3, we discuss how an NFV deployment of the EPC might evolve.

7.1.3 SDN and Cross‐Domain Service Development

Most network operators generate the bulk of their revenue from services purchased by 
enterprise and individual customers, for example, enterprise VPNs or wireless plans. Routing 
and forwarding are simply a means toward providing the connectivity needed to enable those 
services. To achieve the level of innovation sought by the NFV manifesto authors, service 
development and deployment need to be simplified and integrated much more tightly across 
the operator’s network than is currently the case. Functions not specifically involved in the 
immediate delivery of packets such as identity management, policy management, and charg
ing and billing need to become as available as services like routing and forwarding are for 
transport SDN. Access to functionality from different domains (cloud, fixed WAN, and mobile 
core) needs to be simplified. While routing and forwarding have received almost all of the 
attention in the SDN community, the topic of how to achieve a simplified platform for service 
development and deployment has been mostly ignored.

This aspect of managing an operator’s network is the domain of OSS/BSS systems.7 Today, 
such systems typically require extensive human intervention. A customer service representa
tive takes a call for a service and starts an order flow that may require a technician to drive to 
the customer site and install a piece of equipment or change a switch setting. Once the 
t echnician has accomplished the task, the customer service representative must notify the 
c ustomer that their service is ready. Troubleshooting may be required to resolve issues. 
Provisioning a service such as an enterprise VPN8 can often take weeks or months. Accessing 
the business logic involved in charging and billing systems is often complex and differs 
depending on the particular domain of the network (WAN,9 mobile core, and cloud), further 
complicating s ervice development.

Ericsson’s service provider SDN (SP‐SDN) [21] is an approach to rapid and flexible cross‐
domain service creation that complements SDN and NFV. The SP‐SDN features Web service 
APIs crafted with abstractions representing objects and operations involved in service creation, 

7 OSS, operations support system; BSS, business support system.
8 Virtual private network.
9 Wide area network.
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deployment, and management, just like the SDN controller provides for routing and f orwarding. 
These APIs expose network functionality at the service layer rather than the transport layer 
and in many cases can be based on functionality provided by SDN or NFV if it is available. 
But given the existence of a large installed base and legacy software controlling it, SP‐SDN 
also offers the potential to simplify network service creation based on existing legacy 
e quipment and software.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the SP‐SDN architectural concept. The different operational domains 
in the operator network are located at the bottom: data center, wide area networking (IP and 
transport), and mobile and fixed access. Each of these has a set of transport control functions 
involving networking that are reflected up through their respective transport controller as a 
collection of APIs for configuring and managing transport. Ideally, the transport control and 
management functions will be virtualized, and the APIs will reflect a collection of useful 
abstractions, but the Service Control layer can work with legacy networks as well. In addition, 
the data center includes APIs for controlling VM execution and placement, for example, using 
a cloud operating system such as OpenStack.

The cross‐domain Service Control layer spans across the transport domains. Each transport 
domain is likely to have its own transport controller, reflecting the specific technical and 
administrative aspects of controlling that domain. For example, the transport controller for the 
mobile domain will reflect the need for mobility. Similarly, the data center controller will need 
to coordinate allocation and deployment of networking and computing resources. Some 
domains might share a controller if the demands of control are similar enough. In addition, the 
Service Control layer encompasses other control aspects of network services that do not 
involve transport: access control, for example, the radio scheduler, the analytics related to 
location and routes, etc.; policy control, for example, QoS settings based on the time of the 
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Figure 7.2 SP‐SDN architectural concept.
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day, location, service type, etc.; cloud compute and storage, such business support functions 
as dynamic charging; and many others. The cross‐domain Service Control layer thus includes 
the high‐level intelligence of the EPC and additionally enables rapid provisioning and 
d eployment of services.

The Service Control layer exposes an interface that has the following characteristics:

 • Abstracted—The API features a set of abstractions carefully chosen to represent the objects 
important for operators defining services. An example is a user identity. At the network 
transport layer, the user identity isn’t important since transport is concerned with flows, 
routes, and circuits. Once a user has been authenticated and the user’s authorization is 
v erified—functions of the Service Control layer—the network control layer can authorize 
the user to operate on the network.

 • Simplified—Many network functions today feature a lot of parameters that a service 
designer must specify before a service can be instantiated. In most cases, the majority of 
these parameters may be duplicates or derivable from a service‐level parameter. For example, 
when establishing a VPN between the data center domain through the IP and optical trans
port domain, the VLAN identifier for a single customer is often the same.

 • Real time—An attractive feature of cloud platforms is that resources are allocated elasti
cally in real time; that is, the amount of resource expands and contracts within predefined 
limits to meet demand. The Service Control layer allows services to be defined, provisioned, 
and deployed through a customer portal in a few minutes, rather than taking hours, days, or 
even months of time.

The APIs that the Service Control layer exposes to clients are not the traditional protocol 
APIs from previous generation network architectures nor are they the command line interface 
APIs exposed by network equipment, but rather Web APIs, for example, REST APIs. In 
addition, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security and Web‐based authentication can easily be 
added to an interface if security is necessary. Many tools exist for conveniently programming 
Web APIs in commonly used languages such as Java and Python.

The actual content of the Service Control layer APIs—the abstractions, objects, and opera
tions that are exposed—will evolve from specific use cases. As commonalities between use 
cases become better understood, abstractions will emerge in the same manner as in software 
engineering, where, for example, function calls developed out of a need to abstract common 
operations into parameterized chunks of code. Abstraction has considerably simplified 
reasoning about and developing and deploying software.

SP‐SDN is an application of the service‐oriented architecture (SOA) [22] concept from 
the enterprise and Web worlds to communication services. In a system designed according 
to SOA, discrete software components provide functionality to other components as 
s ervices. These components are distinguished by having well‐defined interfaces so that the 
services can be deployed on any platform. The interfaces do not allow programmers access 
to the internal implementation, allowing the implementation to be changed for o ptimization 
p urposes. The interfaces are typically implemented as RPCs using the REST or SOAP10 
[23] HTTP format. Architecting a system according to SOA principles allows system 

10 Simple object access protocol.
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c omponents to be combined in arbitrary ways, exactly the kind of flexibility that is needed 
for the speedy innovation that NFV advocates.

Section 7.4 describes application of the SOA principle to the EPC.

7.2 EPC in the Cloud Version 1.0

The initial version of a virtualized EPC will follow the same pattern as with enterprise cloud 
software deployments: the existing applications will be lifted up, packaged in VMs, and 
deployed on a virtualized platform with their functionally exposed through HTTP APIs. Both 
mobile control plane applications such as the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Home 
Subscriber Server (HSS), and the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) as well as the 
Serving/Packet Gateways (S/P‐GWs), which have both a control plane and a user plane rout
ing function, will deploy applications in VMs. Figure 7.3a contains a high‐level schematic of 
how such a deployment pattern looks.

In this type of deployment pattern, both the control and user plane flows run through a 
data center.

Given the existing state of cloud operating system and orchestration software, represented 
by OpenStack, there are a variety of technical problems involved in deploying the EPC on a 
cloud platform [24]. Two in particular stand out:

 • The P‐GW manages session state in the Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context [25]. Unlike 
enterprise 3‐tier applications, the PDP context can’t realistically be managed through a 
simple database since it must be constantly consulted when managing packet data flows. It 
also can’t be quickly reconstructed from a user session if the P‐GW fails. Thus, the auto
scaling and reliability pattern for managing 3‐tier applications won’t carry over to managing 
MME, S‐GW, and other EPC entities like the PCRF and the HSS11 where substantial system 
state must be quickly available.

 • The virtual networking capabilities of cloud operating systems are rudimentary and not 
capable of supporting the demands of challenging EPC applications. The enhanced bearer 
capability of the EPC requires the network to handle QoS properly. Cloud operating system 
network virtualization usually only handles best effort traffic. Connectivity options into 
cloud data centers are also relatively limited, confined primarily to best effort Internet 
s ervice or occasionally to enterprise VPN service, and setup has long lead times. In the 
worst case, the EPC might need to manage multiple BGP autonomous systems (ASes) in the 
cloud if the operator supports mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs).

These problems are already receiving attention in the OpenStack consortium as NFV 
deployments begin to roll out. The existing telecommunications style mechanisms for 
handling EPC redundancy and scalability such as OpenSAF [26] can probably address the 
first point in the short run, but more sophisticated distributed system techniques for 
managing state will be required to support the more flexible redundancy and scalability 
potential of cloud deployments. The second point is already being addressed by some 

11 Home Subscriber Server.
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ongoing work in OpenStack on QoS for virtual networks. However, the more complex 
challenges of managing a multi‐AS virtual cloud have yet to be addressed.

An issue that stands out with respect to the virtualized EPC is the performance of software 
forwarding on standard server hardware.12 While the control plane entities logically don’t 
require high‐performance forwarding, the user plane entities such as the S/P‐GWs do. The 
canonical software forwarding entity in most open source cloud deployments is the OVS [27]. 
OVS provides OpenFlow support as well as support for the ability to configure IP tunnels, one 
of several ways that the cloud operating system virtualizes the physical network, using the 
OVSDB protocol [28], a database management protocol specifically designed for configuring 
OVS. Performance of OVS even when optimized is quite variable with packet size. OVS can 
almost achieve 10G line rate performance for 1024‐byte packets; however, the performance 
for 64‐byte packets struggles to reach 1G [29]. Optimizations can improve forwarding above 
OVS performance [30]. Recent work indicates that an optimized version of Intel’s Data Plane 
Development Kit (DPDK) [31], a collection of specialized libraries designed specifically for 
accelerating user plane applications and recent work, can easily achieve line speed on a 10G 
network interface card (NIC) [32]. However, mere achievement of high line speeds is not 
sufficient. Switching issues must still be addressed by OVS [33].

7.3 EPC in the Cloud Version 2.0?

The next step would go beyond simply moving the existing EPC network functions to a cloud 
by moving the EPC onto an SDN substrate, where control and user plane are completely 
s eparated as in Figure 7.3b. In this case, the control plane flows run into the control plane 
entities in the cloud, but the user plane flows run through dedicated switching hardware 
c ontrolled by a protocol from the control plane entities. Certain use cases become easier to 
support if the control plane is SDN based. And as discussed in the previous section, the 
performance of forwarding on standardized Intel hardware may ultimately become enough of 
an issue to again recommend hardware specialized for forwarding. User plane devices located 
remotely may be easier to deploy than a data center. One possible implementation strategy 
could involve extending OpenFlow to handle routing of GTP13 tunneled flows [34], which we 
will use as an example for purposes of discussion. Whether or not the EPC in the Cloud 
Version 2.0 is deployed depends on how quickly the performance of software‐based switching 
becomes unacceptable and how important the use cases become that are difficult to implement 
using the centralized scheme. Here, we discuss a single use case, UE multihoming. Further 
use cases can be found in Ref. [34].

7.3.1 UE Multihoming

Support for multihomed UEs can add complexity, especially in mobile networks [35]. The 
problem is that the IP address acts as both a routing locator and an endpoint identifier. 

12 Indeed, the first routers deployed in the 1980s and early 1990s were implemented in software on minicomputers 
such as the VAX, and later on Sun Microsystems workstations. It was only later as the amount of traffic increased 
beyond what could be handled by software at line speed that routers were built with dedicated hardware.
13 GPRS Tunneling Protocol.
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Unless the UE has two addresses, it is difficult in a standard distributed control plane 
IP‐routed n etwork to have a UE be multihomed. Aside from the issue of IPv4 address 
scarcity, the EPC uses the IP address as an endpoint identifier in GTP. With OpenFlow, 
however, multihoming is considerably simpler. OpenFlow treats IP addresses as pure 
e ndpoint i dentifiers, discarding the routing topology internally. Forwarding is done 
according to the programmed OpenFlow rules and not based on the IP network longest 
prefix matching. As a consequence, the EPC can advertise different sets of subnet prefixes 
externally and have different kinds of traffic directed to different gateways. Alternative 
schemes for supporting upstream multihoming sometimes don’t provide adequate 
p rovision for operator accounting and charging. The mobile network PCRF needs to be 
involved in all decision making about where to place flows. OpenFlow even provides a 
collection of statistics that can be utilized for accounting and charging purposes.

As Figure 7.4 illustrates, the upper flow goes through upstream provider 1, while the 
lower flow goes through upstream provider 2. The OpenFlow controller and PCRF set up 
GTP tunnels to the P‐GWs user plane with different IP addresses for the m obile UE 
externally, and these are rewritten at the P‐GW to point to the same IP address on the 
mobile UE. The mapping is handled based on the application. The same technique could 
be used for handling multiple wireless interfaces. Techniques that do not use SDN for 
supporting multiple wireless interfaces in the network are quite complex [36, 37], while 
techniques requiring changes on the end nodes run up against the diversity of end nodes 
in today’s mobile networks.
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7.3.2 The EPC on SDN: OpenFlow Example

Using OpenFlow as an example control/user plane separation protocol, we can see how the 
EPC could be redesigned on an SDN platform. The following subsections describe the 
m odifications needed in the OpenFlow switch architecture to support GTP TEID routing and 
the changes in the EPC architecture that an OpenFlow substrate would enable.

7.3.2.1 Switch Architectural Modifications

OpenFlow 1.4 supports an n‐tuple of header match fields in the flow table, with one additional 
field matching metadata for communication of data collected by matches between tables. 
Unlike earlier versions of OpenFlow, the header field tuple size is not fixed because multiple 
MPLS labels can be pushed onto the header. The user plane protocols that are supported are 
Ethernet including carrier Ethernet (802.1aq) [38], MPLS, IPv4 and IPv6, and the IP L4 
p rotocols (TCP, UDP, SCTP, DCCP, ARP, and ICMP). GTP TEID routing extends the tuple 
with two additional fields: the 2‐byte GTP header flag field and the 4‐byte GTP TEID field. 
The header flag fields are used to distinguish between GTP‐U packets that are subject to fast 
path OpenFlow GTP TEID routing and other types of GTP packets including some GTP‐U 
packets that need to be handled by the slow path on the switch.

In addition to the flow table extension, GTP TEID routing requires the addition of virtual 
ports to support encapsulation and decapsulation [39]. A virtual port is an abstraction that 
handles complex header manipulation specific to particular protocols. Virtual ports are 
p articularly useful for tunneling protocols because they hide the complexities of the tunnel 
header manipulations from the forwarding pipeline implementation. On input, a virtual port 
accepts packets from a physical port or another virtual port; processes them to add, remove, or 
modify a tunnel header; and then passes the packets along to the next virtual port or inserts 
them into the flow table classifier pipeline. On output, virtual ports become the target for 
f orwarding rules exactly as for physical ports, and they similarly add, remove, or modify a tunnel 
header, and then pass the packet along to another virtual port or to a physical port for output.

Virtual ports for processing GTP‐U tunnel packets are needed on the Serving Gateway, the 
PDN Gateway, and on the wired network interfaces of the eNodeB.14 GTP virtual ports are 
configured from the OpenFlow controller using a configuration protocol. The details of the 
configuration protocol are switch dependent; for an example of a standardized configuration 
protocol, see Ref. [40]. The configuration protocol must support messages that perform the 
following functions:

 • Allow the controller to query for and return an indication whether the switch supports GTP 
fast path virtual ports and what virtual port numbers are used for fast path and slow path 
GTP‐U processing.

 • Allow the controller to instantiate a GTP‐U fast path virtual port within a switch data path 
for use in the OpenFlow table Set‐Output‐Port action, and bind a GTP‐U virtual port to a 
physical port.

14 Scheduling constraints for the wireless interface could also be incorporated into the scheme in some fashion.
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The controller instantiates an encapsulation virtual port for each physical port on the eNo
deB wired interface and on the interfaces of the S/P‐GWs that may forward packets received 
from outside the EPC (i.e., from the UE or the Internet) to inside, and a decapsulation port that 
may forward packets from inside the EPC to outside.

Figure 7.5 contains a diagram of the switch architecture for the tunnel ingress side of the 
GTP OpenFlow gateway. An OpenFlow 1.4 GTP encapsulation gateway maintains a hash 
table mapping GTP TEIDs into the tunnel header fields for their bearers, called the TEID 
parameters table (TPT). The hash table stores the TEID, VLAN tags for the tunnel (if any) and 
MPLS labels for the tunnel (if any), the tunnel source and destination IP addresses, and any 
DSCP markings for QoS. The TEID hash keys are calculated using a suitable hash algorithm 
with low collision frequency.

The table maintains one such row for each GTP TEID/bearer originating on the gateway. 
The TEID field contains the GTP TEID for the tunnel. The VLAN tags and MPLS labels, if 
used by the EPC transport network, are ordered within the corresponding label fields and 
define transport network tunnels into which the packet can be routed. The labels also include 
the VLAN priority bits and MPLS traffic class bits. The tunnel origin source IP address 
c ontains the address on the encapsulating gateway to which any control traffic involving the 
tunnel should be directed (e.g., error indications). The tunnel end destination IP address field 
contains the IP address of the gateway to which the tunneled packet should be routed, where 
the packet will be decapsulated and removed from the GTP tunnel. The QoS DSCP field 
c ontains the DiffServ code point, if any, for the bearer. This field may be empty if the bearer 
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is a default bearer with best effort QoS but will contain nonzero values if the bearer QoS is 
more than best effort. An OpenFlow GTP gateway also supports three slow path software ports 
for GTP traffic that is not handled by GTP fast path routing. Slow path forwarding is handled 
by the switch control plane software.

Tunnels are managed by the OpenFlow controller in the following way. In response to a 
GTP‐C control packet requesting that a tunnel be set up, the OpenFlow controller programs a 
gateway switch on the tunnel ingress side to install rules and actions in the flow table and TPT 
entries for routing packets into GTP tunnels via a fast path GTP encapsulation virtual port. 
The rules match the packet filter for the input side of GTP tunnel’s bearer. Typically, this will 
be a 4‐tuple of IP source address, IP destination address, UDP/TCP/SCTP source port, and 
UDP/TCP/SCTP destination port. The IP source address and destination address are typically 
the addresses for user plane traffic, that is, a UE or Internet service with which a UE is trans
acting, and similarly with the port numbers. An action is installed in the flow table to forward 
the packet to a virtual port bound to the next‐hop physical port and to write the tunnel’s GTP 
TEID directly into the metadata.

When a packet header matches the packet filter fields in a GTP TEID routing, the GTP 
TEID is written into the lower 32 bits of the metadata and the packet is directed to the virtual 
port. The virtual port calculates the hash of the TEID and looks up the tunnel header information 
in the TPT. The virtual port then constructs a GTP tunnel header and encapsulates the packet. 
Any VLAN tags or MPLS labels are pushed onto the packet to ensure proper transport routing, 
and any DSCP bits or VLAN priority bits are set in the IP or MAC tunnel headers to ensure 
proper QoS. The encapsulated packet is then forwarded out the bound physical port.

On the egress side of the GTP tunnel, the OpenFlow controller installs rules and actions for 
routing GTP encapsulated packets out of GTP tunnels. The rules match the GTP header flags 
and the GTP tunnel endpoint IP address for the packet as follows:

 • The IP destination address is the IP address of GTP tunnel termination that is on the switch.
 • The IP protocol type is UDP (17).
 • The UDP destination port is the GTP‐U destination port (2152).
 • The GTP header fields match a GTP‐U packet without any extension headers.

If the rules match, the action is to forward to the virtual port. The virtual port simply 
removes the GTP tunnel header and any transport labels and forwards the user plane payload 
out the bound physical port.

Figure  7.6 contains a diagram of the switch architecture for the tunnel egress GTP 
OpenFlow gateway. Both gateway and nongateway switches in the EPC can also utilize GTP 
TEID routing to route packets in individual GTP tunnels to a specific destination. A flow table 
rule matches on the TEID for the tunnel in question, and the action forwards the tunneled 
packet out the next‐hop port.

7.3.2.2 Architectural Modifications to the EPC on an OpenFlow SDN Substrate

GTP TEID routing allows the GTP control plane part of the S/P‐GWs to be, in effect, sepa
rated from the gateway and situated in the OpenFlow controller as an OpenFlow application. 
Note that in almost all cases, the user plane packets do not need to be redirected to the 
controller. Flow routes are computed with policy applied by the PCRF, which itself may be 
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structured on top of an SDN platform [41]. We present an example of how EPC control 
o perations can be modified by this capability. In the example, we assume that communication 
between the gateway GTP control plane entities and the OpenFlow controller, both running in 
the cloud, happen via RPC.

The example is the creation of a new bearer and associated GTP tunnels. Bearers and GTP 
tunnels are set up using the GTP‐C Create_Session_Request message. This procedure is used 
in a variety of message sequences, for example, in the E‐UTRAN Initial_Attach procedure 
described in Section 5.3.2.1 of Ref. [9]. In Figure 7.7, the OpenFlow message flows for the 
Create_Session_Request message are shown. In the figure and following discussion, OF‐C is 
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the OpenFlow controller, SGW‐C is the Serving Gateway control plane entity, PGW‐C is the 
PDN Gateway control plane entity, SGW‐D is the Serving Gateway GTP enhanced OpenFlow 
switch, PGW‐D is the PDN Gateway GTP enhanced OpenFlow switch, and GxOFS is a 
n ongateway GTP enhanced OpenFlow switch.

The MME sends a Create_Session_Request to the SGW‐C, and the SGW‐C sends the 
request to the PGW‐C. The PGW‐C calls into the OF‐C through a GTP_Routing_Update 
RPC, requesting the OF‐C to establish a new GTP tunnel endpoint at the SGW‐D and PGW‐D 
and to install routes for the new GTP bearer/tunnel on intermediate switches, if necessary.

The OF‐C issues a sequence of OpenFlow messages to the appropriate GTP enhanced 
OpenFlow switches on the user plane. The sequence begins with an OFP_BARRIER_REQUEST 
to ensure that there are no pending messages that might influence processing of the following 
messages. Then, an OFPT_FLOW_MOD message is issued, with a GTP extension to the match 
field. The message specifies actions and instructions to establish a flow route for the GTP tunnel 
that encapsulates and decapsulates the packets through the appropriate virtual port. In addition, 
immediately following the OFPT_FLOW_MOD message, the OF‐C issues an OpenFlow vendor 
extension message to the gateways containing the TPT entries for the encapsulation virtual port. 
The two OpenFlow messages are followed by an OFPT_BARRIER_REQUEST message to 
force the gateways to process the flow route and TEID hash table update before proceeding.

Prior to returning from the GTP_Routing_Update RPC, the OF‐C also issues GTP flow 
routing updates to any GTP extended OpenFlow switches (GxOFSs) that need to be involved 
in customized GTP flow routing. The messages in these updates consist of an OFP_BARRIER_
REQUEST followed by an OFPT_FLOW_MOD message containing the GTP match extension 
for the new GTP flow the actions and instructions described in Section 2.2.1 for customized 
GTP flow routing. A final OFP_BARRIER_REQUEST forces the switch to process the change 
before responding. The flow routes on any GxOFSs are installed after installing the GTP 
tunnel endpoint route on the SGW‐D and prior to installing the GTP tunnel endpoint route on 
the PGW‐D, as illustrated in the figure. The OF‐C does not respond to the PGW‐C RPC until 
all flow routing updates have been accomplished.

Once the RPCs have returned, the PGW‐C and SGW‐C return Create_Session_Response 
messages. When the MME receives such a response, it can signal the eNodeB with the Initial_
Context_Setup_Request/Attach_Accept message indicating that the terminal is free to start 
using the bearer/tunnel.

Similar results can be achieved for other GTP‐C operations.

7.4  Incorporating Mobile Services into Cross‐Domain  
Orchestration with SP‐SDN

In order to support integrated, cross‐domain service development, the EPC services need to be 
encapsulated by APIs that represent usable abstractions to allow service programmers access. 
Here, we discuss an example of how an API on the PCRF can enable flexible creation and 
control of cross‐domain services. The specific example is enabling on‐demand, policy‐driven 
QoS for mobile cloud services [21].

3G and 4G mobile networks provide the ability to control mobile service QoS through the 
PCRF. The PCRF communicates with the Subscriber Policy Repository (SPR), which c ontains 
the subscription records for users, to authenticate and authorize services, and the S/P‐GWs to 
implement routing policy, such as marking packets with DiffServ code points for enhanced 
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QoS [42]. It is possible to implement the PCRF according to SOC design principles in an 
enhanced function that we denote as the enhanced PCRF (ePCRF). The ePCRF would be 
structured as a service with a REST API to provide control access for QoS policy to a cross‐
domain controller. One desirable capability is the ability to relate policy control to charging. 
Such a capability would realize a flexible approach to policy and charging for mobile net
works, and it can be combined with other services. Initial investigations in this direction have 
been demonstrated [43].

In the cloud domain, an OpenStack cloud gateway allows the cross‐domain controller to 
configure notification of mobile service access when mobile devices connect to cloud ser
vices. Figure 7.8 illustrates the on‐demand policy‐driven QoS architecture. An orchestration 
layer implements the cross‐domain Service Control function and provides user interface (UI) 
access to the network operator and enterprise customers with enterprise accounts in the cloud 
and the mobile network. The cloud data center supplies network, compute, and storage 
resources for enterprise services, including mobile cloud services such as streaming video, 
which may need enhanced QoS in the mobile network. The cloud data center is connected to 
the wide area network through a cloud gateway, e ssentially a software router in a VM, which 
includes the mobile service access n otification enhancement.

In what follows, we provide some ideas on the possible enhancements to the PCRF; these 
directions are however by no means agreed on. The ePCRF REST API would expose 
a bstractions for the following objects in the mobile network:

 • The capabilities available for a particular subscriber: Depending on their subscription plan, 
a subscriber and service may have different rights to QoS.
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 • A mobile session identifier to determine which session is being controlled: Sessions are 
associated with subscribers and their rights to enhanced QoS treatment are determined by 
the subscriber profile.

 • A packet flow within a session that may be entitled to enhanced QoS treatment: Packet 
flows are identified by a maximum requested bandwidth, a priority, a resource reservation, 
and the GTP bearer identification 5‐tuple—the source IP address, the source port, the desti
nation IP address, the destination port, and the protocol.

The REST API can further support operations to get the capabilities associated with a sub
scriber, to create and delete a session, and to obtain session status. It also supports a full set of 
operations on flows: add and remove a flow, update a flow, and get the status of a flow. As an 
example of mobile service orchestration, consider a use case where an enterprise has an 
account with a mobile operator and an OpenStack cloud service provider (the cloud and mo
bile network could be under the control of the same organization or different organizations, 
e.g., a public cloud). The mobile operator sets up an account for the enterprise through the 
mobile operator GUI, and the Orchestrator utilizes the OpenStack Keystone service to obtain 
tokens from OpenStack for configuring cloud resources. These are stored in the Orchestration 
database. The enterprise administrator adds mobile services entitled to enhanced QoS through 
the enterprise administrator’s GUI. The Orchestrator obtains the global IP address of these 
services from the OpenStack Nova service. The service IP address along with the name and 
other information are stored in the Orchestration database. The enterprise administrator also 
adds subscribers entitled to obtain enhanced QoS for particular services. The subscribers’ 
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and policy profile are obtained from the 
ePCRF and recorded. When a subscriber starts a device, the ePCRF reports the IP address of 
the device, identified by the IMSI, to the Orchestrator. When a device entitled to enhanced 
QoS service accesses a mobile cloud service, the mobile cloud service access notifier in the 
OpenStack cloud gateway triggers and reports the source and destination IP addresses to the 
Orchestrator. The Orchestrator issues an updateFlow message to the ePCRF to update the QoS 
privileges on the flow, and the flow is moved to an enhanced 3GPP bearer.

7.5 Summary and Conclusions

The next 10 years are likely to see more changes in the mobile packet core than in past ten 
years. The LTE packet core is in many ways an evolution of the original GPRS service that 
was provided with GSM and was introduced in 2000 [44]. The pressures of the expected 
media traffic volume are likely to require higher volume forwarding performance. The oper
ator requirements for simplified cross‐domain service construction to support rapid innova
tion on the same scale as Internet service providers are likely to drive a restructuring of the 
EPC software into services. Yet some aspects of the EPC are unlikely to change much if at all. 
Although using SDN may remove the need for having a physical mobility anchor where the 
IP address has both locator and identifier function, GTP provides a virtualization solution for 
mobile networks similar to VXLAN15 [45] and GRE16 [46] in fixed networks and therefore is 
likely to remain if in somewhat modified form. Mobile operators will continue to want the 

15 Virtual extensible LAN.
16 Generic routing encapsulation.
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ability to flexibly provide different QoS to different traffic types and to charge users for the 
service in a flexible manner, so some version of the PCRF and HSS is likely to remain. And 
of course the unparalleled ability of the EPC to efficiently support multiple radio types is 
required. These aspects of the EPC have been very successful and are worth preserving. In this 
chapter, we’ve discussed a few options about how the EPC might evolve, but the real contours 
of its shape are as yet unclear.
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